Guidelines to Review Another Team’s Critique of the Surprise for Maria Case On Leadership

Your team’s Assignment:

Please read the “Reflections About Maria” case summary. Then review a team’s submission and take the role of professional peers and identify what you view to be the strengths of the team’s response as well as other areas the team might have considered in their analysis. Please take into account the degree to which they addressed the questions raised in the case, the quality of written work, the appropriateness of theory used in their analysis, and the demonstration of sound practical awareness.

Point out to the team important literature or leadership theories and concepts that might also have been included.

Finally, suggest a rating of the team’s performance:

- Less than graduate level awareness of the leadership situation:
- Very acceptable graduate level analysis and understanding related to the case:
- Superior written work—exceeds expectations of an executive team having graduate level understanding of effective leadership practices and critical thinking skills

Please submit your team’s review and rating to the professor and he will send it on to the originating team for them to gain added insight into their discussion on leadership as it pertains to the case.

Submit your review to the professor in the assignment drop box no later than 3/16.

Thank you